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Abstract—The aim of the research is to examine the possibility of applying Weka software in the process of analyzing traffic accidents that occurred in the territory of the Republic of Serbia. During the analysis, the J48 algorithm of the decision tree technique was applied. The database of traffic
accidents from 2019, in which a total of 35,956 accidents were recorded, was taken over from the portal of open resources. The analysis of the same in Weka software, and the application of the mentioned algorithm, it came to the results, which showed that a large number of instances of the
downloaded database were incorrectly classified. The reason for this is the inadequately standardized database model used in the research. In conclusion, the dominant thesis is that, in order to obtain useful information from databases, they need to have a clear and logical structure, as well as
standardized elements for entering the value of attributes.
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of the research is to examine the possibility of applying Weka software in the process of analyzing traffic accidents that occurred in
the territory of the Republic of Serbia. During the analysis, the J48 algorithm of the decision tree technique was applied. The database of
traffic accidents from 2019, in which a total of 35,956 accidents were recorded, was taken over from the portal of open resources. The
analysis of the same in Weka software, and the application of the mentioned algorithm, it came to the results, which showed that a large
number of instances of the downloaded database were incorrectly classified. The reason for this is the inadequately standardized database
model used in the research. In conclusion, the dominant thesis is that, in order to obtain useful information from databases, they need to have
a clear and logical structure, as well as standardized elements for entering the value of attributes.

From Table 3, based on the obtained values of the parameters TP Rate and FP Rate, it is noticeable that the database used is not largely
consistent and correct. For the type of traffic accident with material damage, the J48 algorithm used correctly classified almost all instances,
while it incorrectly classified as many as 80% of instances. For the type of traffic accident with injured outcomes, about 19% of instances
were correctly classified, while the number of incorrectly classified instances was less than 1%, which indicates that a large number of
instances remained unclassified. For cases with dead persons, the algorithm did not classify any instance, and a visual inspection of the
database clearly shows that such cases exist. The parameters Precision, Recall, F-Measure and MCC are indirectly obtained from the initial
ones, so the previous constance also applies to them. The values of ROC and PRC Area are within optimal limits, or around the middle of
the range (0.5-1). The values obtained from Table 3 can be visually viewed in the graph below.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this paper, the research was conducted in such a way that the database on traffic accidents, which occurred on the territory of the Republic
of Serbia in 2019, was first downloaded from the Internet. The download was made from the internet address https://data.gov.rs/sr/datasets/
(Open data sets, 2019). An experiment was performed on the mentioned database, using Weka software and the j48 decision tree algorithm.
The methodology is described in more detail in the following subsections.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The decision tree algorithm generated data for the target attribute of the type of traffic accident, which can be divided into three categories:
Summary, Detailed Accuracy By Class and Confusion Matrix. A detailed overview of these data is given in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

The Confusion Matrix, gives us an overview of how many instances are correctly and how many are misclassified and in which
misclassification it "ended". Table 4 shows that out of the total number of accidents with material damage (21601), a large number (21601)
were classified correctly, while 46 were classified as accidents with an injured person. Out of the total number of accidents with injured
persons (13800), a higher percentage of as much as 80% is classified as an accident with material damage, while only 20% of the relevant
instances are correctly classified. In the species with dead persons, no correct instance out of a total of 507 was classified, where 382 (about
75%) were classified as with material damage, and 127 or about 25% as with an injured person. All of the above further supports the claim
that this is a bad model, that is, the database on which the research was conducted.

CONCLUSION
The results obtained by applying the mentioned technique showed that there are certain inconsistencies in the database model itself, which
primarily reflected on the results of the TP and FP Rate parameters, and later on the secondary parameters. It previously conditioned that a large
number of instances could not be correctly classified, which is best seen in Table 4 - Confusion Matrix.
In addition to the obtained results, this paper also pointed out the importance of data quality and database organization. Namely, in order to
obtain useful information from them, they need to have a clear and logical structure, as well as standardized elements for entering attribute
values.
The subject of our future work in this area will relate to the use of other Weka software techniques in accident research, with an emphasis on
neural networks, which are widely represented in scientific papers and in some way represent the future of data mining. Also, a certain part of
the research will be dedicated to the analysis of different types of databases with identical attribute structure.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the number of correctly classified instances is 24270, which makes about 67.5%, while the number of
incorrectly classified instances is 11686 or about 32.5%. The statistics cap is essentially a value that shows the chance of randomly guessing
which class something belongs to. Since the value is greater than zero, it means that the classifier is more accurate than random guessing.
Mean absolute error is a value used to measure how close predictions or predictions are to possible outcomes. Root mean squared error is a
measure of the difference between the values predicted by the model and the values actually observed. It represents a standard experimental
deviation of the differences between the predicted and observed values. It is a good measure of accuracy, but only for comparing the
prediction errors of different models for a particular variable, and not between variables, because it depends on the scale. It is also called the
root square deviation. Relative absolute error is calculated as the quotient of the mean absolute error and the error of the classifier used. It is
expressed in percentages the same as Root relative squared error which is the quotient of Root mean squared error and the error of the
classifier used. At the very end, the total number of instances of 35956 is shown.

The results shown in Table 3 give us an overview of the classification of instances by 8 parameters, as follows:
1. TP Rate (True positive rate) – shows the rate of true positive values, that is, values that are accurately classified as a particular class.
2. FP Rate (False positive rate) - shows the rate of false positive values, that is, values that are incorrectly classified as a certain class.
3. Precision - the percentage of specimens that are actually classes divided by the total specimens classified as that class.
4. Recall - the share of examples classified as a certain class divided by the actual total amount in that class, equivalent to TP Rate.
5. F-Measure – Combined measure for Precision and Recall, calculated as 2 * Precision * Recall / (Precision + Recall).
6. MCC - used in machine learning as a measure of the quality of binary (double) classifications. It takes into account true and false positive
and negative evaluations and is generally considered a balanced measure that can be used even if the classes are substantially different sizes.
7. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) Area - this is one of the most important values that Weka produces. The “optimal” classifier
will have ROC range values approaching 1, and 0.5 will be comparable to “random guessing” (similar to the Kappa statistic of 0).
8. PRC Precision-Recall Plot Area – is a significantly more relevant parameter than ROC, when it comes to testing binary classifiers on
unbalanced data sets.
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